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DESCRIPTION
A Shared Apartment With Host is a great way to have an authentic, independent
living experience in the city. Students will have a private bedroom in the
apartment of a local and share common spaces. Meals are self-catering so
students can choose to cook at home or eat out. Most apartments have 1 or 2
international students, so there may be other Expanish students living in the
same place, although this is not guaranteed. There is always a local host living in
the apartment to guarantee Spanish practice at home and contact with the local
lifestyle.

QUICKFACTS
● Private bedroom
● Shared bathroom and common spaces
● Self-catering, students have access to a fully-equipped kitchen
● Includes free Wi-Fi, bed linens and towels, and weekly cleaning of bedroom
● High level of Spanish practice
● All apartments have been personally approved for quality and comfort
● Located up to 40 minutes to the school
● Minimum age - 18

WE RECOMMEND THIS OPTION FOR THOSE WHO...
● Want an independent housing option and to cook for themselves
● Look to experience local living in a typical apartment in the city
● Want to live with an Argentine host
● Willing to adapt to household norms and living with others
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SHARED APARTMENT PHOTOS

LOCATION OF APARTMENTS
Our shared apartments are located in the best and safest neighborhoods in the
city and they will always be within a maximum of 40 minutes from the school.
Example neighborhoods are Recoleta, Almagro, Villa Crespo, Palermo, Belgrano,
and many more. They will always be within 5 blocks of public transportation
(subway or bus) that comes directly to the school to make your daily commute as
easy as possible.

MATCHING STUDENTS TO A HOST
When students book a program with us we will ask if they object to living with
smokers or house pets and if they have any special needs like allergies. We can
always guarantee these minds, and we will use them to assign students to an
apartment. Students are more than welcome to include other special requests,
like living in a specific neighborhood, and we will do our best to accommodate
but cannot 100% guarantee them.

WHO WILL STUDENTS LIVE WITH?
In the shared apartment students will live with at least one local Argentine host
and possibly other international students. Apartments range from two to five
people, depending on the size of the apartment. There can be a mix of both locals
and foreigners. Please keep in mind that the school cannot guarantee that
students will live with other students in this housing option.

CHECK-IN AND CHECK-OUT
● Check-in on Sundays after 12 pm (noon)
● Check-out on Saturdays before 12 pm (noon)
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*Students may not arrive at their housing before 8 am without booking the room
from the day before. If students arrive before check-in time, they may not be able
to move into their room until after 12pm. Other check-in days are available upon
request.

NOTES
● Students should state whether they suffer from allergies upon booking a

shared apartment.
● Students will receive a key to the apartment upon arrival.
● Housing assignments are sent out 2 weeks before arrival.
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